In this paper, we introduce the Reinforced Mnemonic Reader for machine comprehension (MC) task, which aims to answer a query about a given context document. We propose several novel mechanisms that address critical problems in MC that are not adequately solved by previous works, such as enhancing the capacity of encoder, modeling long-term dependencies of contexts, refining the predicted answer span, and directly optimizing the evaluation metric. Extensive experiments on TriviaQA and Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) show that our model achieves state-of-theart results. * Most of this work was done while the author was at Fudan University. embeddings and character-level embeddings, but we hypothesize that many syntactic and linguistic information, such as parts-of-speech tags, named-entity tags, and the query category, are important for MC task.
Introduction
Teaching machines to comprehend a given context and answer relevant queries is one of the long-term goals of natural language processing and artificial intelligence. Benefiting from the rapid development of deep learning techniques (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016) and large-scale MC benchmark datasets (Hermann et al. 2015; Hill et al. 2016; Rajpurkar et al. 2016; Joshi et al. 2017) , end-to-end neural networks have achieved promising results on MC tasks Xiong, Zhong, and Socher 2017; Seo et al. 2017; .
A common trait of these recent works is the use of an "encoder-interaction-pointer" framework (Weissenborn, Wiese, and Seiffe 2017) . In such a framework, word sequences of both query and context are projected into distributed representations and encoded by recurrent neural networks. The attention mechanism (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) is then used to model the complex interaction between the query and the context. Finally a pointer network (Vinyals, Fortunato, and Jaitly 2015) is used to predict the boundary of the answer.
Although previous works have shown the effectiveness of the "encoder-interaction-pointer" framework for MC task, there still exists several limitations:
1. In the encoder layer, previous models, such as Bi-Directional Attention Flow (Seo et al. 2017 ) and R-Net , represent each word with word-level
In this paper, we propose the Reinforced Mnemonic Reader for MC tasks, which deals with the above problems in the following aspects. First, we incorporate both syntactic and lexical features with the embedding of each word to enhance the capacity of the encoder. Additional features such as exact match binary feature, POS and NER tags, and the query category help to identify key concepts and entities of texts. Second, we iteratively align the context with the query as well as the context itself, and then efficiently fuse relevant semantic information into each context word for obtaining a fully-aware context representation. Based on such representation, we design a memory-based answer pointing mechanism that allows our model to gradually increase its reading knowledge and continuously refine the answer span. 
are embedding matrices of query and context respectively. {q i } n i=1 and {c j } m j=1 are concatenated hidden states of encoding BiLSTM. In the iterative aligner, {c t j } m j=1 and {ĉ t j } m j=1 are the query-aware and self-aware context representation in the t-th hop respectively, while {č t j } m j=1 is the fully-aware context representation. In the memory-based answer pointer, z l s and z l e are memory vectors used for predicting probability distributions of the answer span (p l s and p l e ) in the l-th hop respectively. SFU refers to the semantic fusion unit.
to directly optimize both the EM metric and the F1 score, we introduce a new objective function which combines the maximum-likelihood cross-entropy loss with rewards from reinforcement learning. Experiments show that Reinforced Mnemonic Reader obtains state-of-the-art results on Trivi-aQA and SQuAD datasets.
Model Overview
For machine comprehension (MC) task, a query Q and a context C are given, our task is to predict an answer A, which is constrained as a segment of text of C (Rajpurkar et al. 2016; Joshi et al. 2017) . We design the Reinforced Mnemonic Reader to model the probability distribution p θ (A|C, Q), where θ is the set of all trainable parameters. Our model consists of three basic modules: featurerich encoder, iterative aligner and memory-based answer pointer, which are depicted in Figure 1 . Below we discuss them in more details.
Feature-rich Encoder
In MC task, the context and the query are both word sequences. The feature-rich encoder is responsible for mapping these word sequences to their corresponding word embeddings, and encoding these embeddings for further processing. We utilize both word-level and character-level embedding as well as additional features to enhance the capacity of the encoder, which is described as follows.
Hybrid Embedding Given a query Q = {w q i } n i=1 and a context C = {w c j } m j=1 , the feature-rich encoder firstly con-verts each word w to its respective word embedding x w , where n and m denote the length of query and context respectively. At a more low-level granularity, the encoder also embeds each word w by encoding its character sequence with a bidirectional long short-term memory network (BiL-STM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) . The last hidden states are considered as the character-level embedding x c . Each word embedding x is then represented as the concatenation of character-level embedding and word-level embedding, denoted as x = [x w ; x c ] ∈ R d , where d is the total dimension of word-level embedding and character-level embedding.
Additional Features To better identify key concepts and key entities in both the query and the context, we go beyond word embeddings and utilize several additional linguistic features. We first use a simple yet effective binary feature of exact matching (EM), which has been successfully used in MC tasks ). This binary feature indicates whether a word in context can be exactly matched to one query word, and vice versa for a word in query. Moreover, we create additional look-up based embedding matrices for parts-of-speech tags and named-entity tags. For each word in the query and the context, we simply lookup its tag embeddings and concatenate them with the word embedding and the EM feature. The explicit query category (i.e., who, when, where, and so on) is obviously a high-level abstraction of the expression of queries, providing additional clues for searching the answer. For example, a "when" query pays more attention on temporal information while a "where" query seeks for spatial information. Following (Zhang et al. 2017) , we count the key word frequency of all queries and obtain top-9 query categories: what, how, who, when, which, where, why, be, other. Each query category is then represented by a trainable embedding. For each query, we lookup its query-category embedding and use a feedforward neural network for projection. The result is then added into the corresponding query embedding matrix. After incorporating all of these additional features with original embeddings, we obtain
for the query and {x c j } m j=1 for the context. Encoding In order to model the word sequence under its contextual information, we use another BiLSTM to encode both the context and the query as follows:
where q i and c j ∈ R 2h are concatenated hidden states of BiLSTM for the i-th query word and the j-th context word, and h is the dimension of hidden state. Finally we obtain two encoded matrices: Q = {q i } n i=1 ∈ R 2h×n for the query and C = {c j } m j=1 ∈ R 2h×m for the context.
Iterative Aligner
The iterative aligner consists of multiple horizontal hops. In each hop, the module updates the representation of each context word by attending to both the query and the context itself. A novel semantic fusion unit is used to perform the updating. Finally, an aggregating operation is taken to further encourage information to flow across the context at the end of each hop.
Interactive Aligning The iterative aligner totally reads the context and the query over T hops. In the t-th hop, the aligner first attends to both the query and the context simultaneously to capture the interaction between them, and generates the query-aware context representation. More specifically, we first compute a coattention matrix B t ∈ R n×m between the query and the context:
denotes the representation for the j-th context word in the previous hop andč 0 j = c j . The matrix element B t ij indicates the similarity between the i-th query word and the j-th context word.
For each context word, we intend to find the most relevant query word by computing an attended query vector, and fuse it back to the context word. Let b t j ∈ R n denote the normalized attention distribution of query for the j-th context word, andq t j ∈ R 2h denotes the corresponding attended query vector. The computation is defined in Eq. 2:
Hence {q t j } m j=1 represents attended query vectors for all context words.
To compute the query-aware representation for the j-th context word, we combine the context representationč t−1 j with the attended query vectorq t j by an effective heuristics, and feed them into a semantic fusion unit as follows:
whereC t = {c t j } m j=1 denotes the query-aware representation of context, • stands for element-wise multiplication and − means the element-wise subtraction.
Semantic Fusion Unit
To efficiently fuse attended information into original word, we design a simple semantic fusion unit (SFU). A SFU accepts an input vector r and a set of fusion vectors {f i } k i=1 , and generates an output vector o. The dimension of the output vector and all of fusion vectors are the same as the input vector. The output vector is expected to not only retrieve correlative information from fusion vectors, but also retain partly unchanged as the input vector.
SFU consists of two components: composition and gate. The composition component produces a hidden stater which is a linear interpolation of the input vector and fusion vectors. The gate component generates an update gate g to control the composition degree to which the hidden state is exposed. The output vector is calculated as follows:
where W r and W g are trainable weight matrices, b r and b g are trainable biases, and σ is the sigmoid activation function.
Self Aligning After the interactive aligning, the iterative aligner further aligns the query-aware context representation C t with itself to synthesize contextual information among context words. The insight is that, the limited capability of recurrent neural networks make it difficult to model longterm dependencies of contexts (Bengio, Simard, and Frasconi 1994) . Each word is only aware of its surrounding neighbour and has no cues about the entire context. Aligning information between context words allows crucial clues to be fused into the context representation. Similar to the interactive aligning, we first compute a selfcoattention matrixB t ∈ R m×m for the context:
where B t ij indicates the similarity between the i-th context word and the j-th context word, and the diagonal of selfcoattention matrix is set to be zero in case of the word being aligned with itself. Next, for each context word, we compute an attended context vectorc t j ∈ R 2h in a similar way of Eq. 2. Hence, {c t j } m j=1 contains attended context vectors for all query-aware context words.
Finally, we use the same heuristics as in Eq. 3 to combine the query-aware context representationc t j with the attended context vectorsc t j for each context word, and fuse them through another SFU to produce the self-aware context representationĉ t j . Collecting these representation for all context words yieldĈ t = {ĉ t j } m j=1 .
Aggregating At the end of each hop, we utilize another BiLSTM as in Eq. 1 to model the self-aware context repre-sentationĈ t with its contextual interaction. Notice that this step is different from the encoding step in that this step captures the short-term information among context words conditioned on entire query and context. The output is the fullyaware context representationČ t = {č t j } m j=1 , which is used for the next hop of alignment or the answer prediction.
Memory-based Answer Pointer
The MC task requires the model to find a sub-phrase of the context to answer the query, which is derived by predicting the start position i and the end position j of the answer phrase A,conditioned on both the context C and the query Q:
Here we denote p s (i|C, Q) as p s (i) and p e (j, |i, C, Q) as p e (j) for abbreviation. We propose a memory-based answer pointing module which maintains a memory vector to record necessary reading knowledge for continuously refining the predicted answer span. The memory vector is initialized as a query summary q ∈ R 2h and is allowed to be updated with relevant evidences during the prediction. In our experiment we found that simply using last hidden states of encoded query representations as q results in good performance.
The answer pointing module totally consists of L hops. In the l-th hop, the module firstly attends over the fully-aware context representation with the memory vector z l s to produce the probability distribution of the start position p l s , by using a pointer network (Vinyals, Fortunato, and Jaitly 2015) :
where the abbreviation FN means a feedforward neural network that provides a non-linear mapping of its input. w l s ∈ R h is a trainable weight vector.
The normalized probability p l s ∈ R m points out the potential start position of the answer, and can be viewed as an attention distribution for aggregating information of the current prediction, yielding an evidence vector u l s ∈ R 2h : u l s =Č T · p l s . The memory vector can retrieve relevant cues from the evidence vector to refine itself. Here we use the SFU for the refinement, which takes the memory vector z l s and the evidence vector u l s as inputs and outputs the new memory vector z l e : z l e = SFU(z l s , u l s ). The probability distribution of the end position p l e is computed similarly as Eq. 7, by using z l e instead of z l s :
If the l-th hop is not the last hop, then the normalized probability p l e ∈ R m is also used as an attention distribution to generate an evidence vector u l e ∈ R 2h , which is further fed with the memory vector z l e through another SFU to yield the memory vector z l+1 s for the next-hop prediction.
Training Procedure
In this section, we propose two different ways for training our model. Specifically, we use the standard maximumlikelihood estimation (MLE) for maximizing the sum of log probabilities of the ground-truth answer span, and we propose a reinforcement learning approach which aims at directly optimizing the evaluation metric of MC task.
Supervised Learning with Boundary Detecting The moset widely used training method for MC task is the boundary detecting method (Wang and Jiang 2017) , which minimizes the sum of negative log probabilities of the true start and end position based on predicted distributions:
where y s i and y e i are the ground-truth start and end position of the i-th example, and N is the number of examples in the dataset.
Minimizing J M LE (θ) can be viewed as optimizing the Exact Match (EM) metric, since the log-likelihood objective is equivalent to a KL divergence between a delta distribution δ(A|A * ) and the model distribution p θ (A|C, Q), where δ(A|A * ) = 1 at A = A * and 0 at A = A * (Norouzi et al. 2016) , and A * denotes the ground-truth answer. However, directly determining the exact boundary may be difficult in some situations where the answer boundary is fuzzy or too long. For example, it is quite hard to define the answer boundary of a "why" query, where the answer usually is not a distinguishable entity.
Reinforcement Learning for Machine Comprehension
One way to tackle this problem is to directly optimizing the F1 score with reinforcement learning. The F1 score measures the overlap between the predicted answer and the ground-truth answer, serving as a "soft" metric compared to the "hard" EM. Taking the F1 score as reward, we use the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams 1992 ) to maximize the model's expected reward. For each sampled answerÂ, we define the loss as:
where p θ is the policy to be learned, and R(Â, A * ) is the reward function for a sampled answer, computed as the F1 score with the ground-truth answer A * .Â is obtained by sampling from the predicted probability distribution p θ (A|C, Q).
To further stabilize training and prevent the model from overwriting its earlier training, we integrate the maximumlikelihood estimation with the reinforcement learning by using a linear interpolation:
where λ is a scaling hyperparameter tuned in experiments. Minimizing this loss is equivalent to optimize both the EM metric and the F1 score. 
Evaluation Datasets
We mainly focus on two large-scale machine comprehension datasets to train and evaluate our model. One is the SQuAD and the other is the recently released TriviaQA. SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al. 2016 ) is a machine comprehension dataset, totally containing more than 100K queries manually annotated by crowdsourcing workers on a set of Wikipedia articles.
TriviaQA (Joshi et al. 2017 ) is a newly available machine comprehension dataset consisting of over 650K contextquery-answer triples. The contexts are automatically generated from either Wikipedia or Web search results. Table 1 contains the statistics of both datasets. Notice that the queryanswer tuple in the Wikipedia domain may refer to multiple evidence contexts. Therefore we perform the prediction for each context separately and choose the candidate answer with the highest confidence score.
The length of contexts in TriviaQA (average 2895 words) is much more longer than the one in SQuAD (average 122 words). To efficiently train our model on TriviaQA, we first approximate the answer span by finding the first match of answer string in contexts. Then we truncate around the answer sentence in a window size of 8 for the train set and development set, and we truncate the context to the first 800 words for the test set. After the preprocessing, the average length of contexts is rescaled under 500 words. (2017) 
Experimental Configuration
We evaluate the Mnemonic Reader (M-Reader) and the Reinforced Mnemonic Reader (M-Reader+RL) by running the following experiments on both datasets. We first run maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) to train M-Reader until convergence by optimizing Eq. 9. We then finetune this model with reinforcement learning (RL) by optimizing Eq. 11, until the F1 score on the development set no longer improves. We use a λ = 0.01 for the M-Reader+RL during RL training. We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) with an initial learning rate of 0.0008 for MLE training, which is halved whenever meeting a bad iteration. We use the SGD optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 for RL training. The batch size is set to be 45. A dropout rate (Srivastava et al. 2014 ) of 0.2 is used to prevent overfitting. Word embeddings are initialized with 100-dimensional Glove vectors (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014) and remain fixed during training. Out of vocabulary words are randomly sampled from Gaussian distributions. The sizes of character embedding and character hidden state are 50. The dimension of hidden state is 100. The number of hops is set to be 2 for both the aligner and the answer pointer. We set the max length of context to be 300 for SQuAD and 500 for TriviaQA.
Overall Results
Two metrics, Exact Match (EM) and F1 score, are used to evaluate the performance of the model on both SQuAD and TriviaQA. Wikipedia domain and the Web domain. Table 3 shows the performance comparison of our models and other competing models on the test set of SQuAD. M-Reader+RL achieves an EM score of 73.2% and a F1 score of 81.8%. Since SQuAD is a very competitive machine comprehension benchmark, we also build an ensemble model which consists of 16 single models with the same architecture but initialized with different parameters. The answer with the highest score is chosen among all models for each query. Our ensemble model improves the EM score to 77.7%, and the F1 score to 84.9%.
Ablation Results
To evaluate the individual contribution of each component of our model, we run an ablation study on the the SQuAD development set, which is shown in Table 4 . The M-Reader+RL obtain the highest performance on both metrics, demonstrating the usefulness of RL training. Ablating addtional features of the encoder results a performance drop of nearly 1.2%. The interactive aligning is most critical to performance as ablating it results a drop of nearly 7% on both metrics. The self aligning accounts for about 2.3% of performance degradation on F1 score, which clearly shows the effectiveness of aligning context words against themselves. Finally, we replace the memory-based answer pointer with the standard pointer network. The result shows that memorybased answer pointer outperforms the pointer network by nearly 1.5% on both metrics. Table 5 shows the performance under different number of hops. We set the default number of hops as 2 in both the iterative aligner and the memory-based answer pointer, and change the number separately to compare the performance. As we can see, both metrics increase sharply as the number of hops enlarges to the default value. The model with 2 hops achieves the best performance. The larger number of hops potentially result in overfitting on the training set, therefore harming the performance.
Visualization
We provide a qualitative inspection of our model on SQuAD development set. We visualize the attention matrices as well as the estimated probability distributions in Figure 2 , which are all extracted from the last hop of the aligner and the answer pointer.
Left subfigure shows the coattention matrix, in which several phrases in the query have been successfully aligned with the corresponding context phrases. Middel subfigure Table 5 : Performance of M-Reader across different number of hops on SQuAD dev set. Note that for the 0-hop case, the iterative aligner is discarded while the memory-based answer pointer is replaced by Pointer Network (Vinyals, Fortunato, and Jaitly 2015) .
presents the self-coattention matrix. We can see that this matrix is symmetric since the context is aligned with itself, and the diagonal weight is low because the word is not allowed to attend to itself. Besides, several semantically similar phrases have been successfully aligned with each other. One of the most substantial aligned pairs is "Denver Broncos" and "Carolina Panthers", both of which are highly related candidate answers. Right figure shows the estimated distributions of answer spans. In the first hop, the model is not confident in choosing "Denver Broncos" since the score of "Carolina Panthers" is also high. But in the subsequent hop, the model adjusts the answer span by lowering the probability of "Carolina Panthers". This demonstrates that the model is capable of gradually locating the correct span by incorporating knowledge of candidate answers with the query memory.
Related Work
Reading comprehension. The significant advance on reading comprehension has largely benefited from the availability of large-scale datasets. Large cloze-style datasets such as CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al. 2015) and Childrens Book Test (Hill et al. 2016) were first released, make it possible to solve MC tasks with deep neural architectures. The SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al. 2016 ) and the TriviaQA (Joshi et al. 2017) are more recently released datasets, which take a segment of text instead of a single entity as the answer, and contain substantial syntactic and lexical variability between the query and the context. Attention mechanism. The coattention mechanism (Xiong, Zhong, and Socher 2017; Seo et al. 2017 ) has been widely used in end-to-end neural networks for machine comprehension (MC). Unlike the original attention mechanism (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) that uses a summary vector of the query to attend to the context (Hermann et al. 2015) , the coattention is computed as an alignment matrix corresponding to all pairs of context words and query words, which can model complex interaction between the query and the context (Cui et al. 2016; Seo et al. 2017; Xiong, Zhong, and Socher 2017) . Self-attention is an attention mechanism aiming at aligning the sequence with itself, which has been successfully used in a variety of tasks inculding textual entailment Hop-2 Figure 2 : A visualized example of the attention mechanism and the memory-based answer pointing. Left: The coattention matrix (each row is a context word, each column is a query word). Middel: The self-coattention matrix (both rows and columns are context words). Right: The estimated probability distributions of answer spans in two hops. Different colors represent different aligned text pairs. The ground-truth answer is "Denver Broncos". (Cheng, Dong, and Lapata 2016) , neural machine translation (Vaswani et al. 2017 ) and sentence embedding (Lin et al. 2017) . In MC, R-Net ) utilizes selfattention to refine the representation of the context, while Reinforced Mnemonic Reader uses iterative self-coattention to model the long-term dependencies of the context. Besides, Jia et al. (2017) shows that our model outperforms previous models by about 6 F1 points under adversarial attacks, demonstrating the effectiveness of the self-coattention mechanism. Reasoning mechanism. Inspired by the phenomenon that human increase their understanding by reread the context and the query, multi-hop reasoning models have been proposed for MC tasks (Shen et al. 2016; Xiong, Zhong, and Socher 2017) . These models typically maintains a memory state which incorporates the current information of reasoning with the previous information in the memory, by following the framework of Memory Networks (Sukhbaatar et al. 2015) . ReasoNet (Shen et al. 2016 ) utilizes reinforcement learning to dynamically determine when to stop reading. In contrast to their model, Reinforced Mnemonic Reader contains a memory-based answer pointer which is able to continuously refine the answer span. Reinforcement learning. Reinforcement learning has been successfully used to solve a wide variety of problems in the field of NLP, including abstractive summarization (Paulus, Xiong, and Socher 2017) , question generation (Yuan et al. 2017) and dialogue system (Li et al. 2016 ). The ba-sic idea is to consider the evaluation metrics (like BLEU or ROUGE) which are not differentiable as the reward, and apply REINFORCE algorithm (Williams 1992) to maximize the expected reward. Previous models for MC only utilize maximum-likelihood estimation to optimize the EM metric, and they may fail when the answer span is too long or fuzzy. However, Reinforced Mnemonic Reader uses reinforcement learning to directly optimize the F1 score.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the Reinforced Mnemonic Reader, an enhanced attention reader with mnemonic information such as syntactic and lexical features, information of interactive alignment and self alignment, and evidence-augmented query memory. We further combine maximum-likelihood estimation with reinforcement learning for directly optimizing the evaluation metrics. Experiments on TriviaQA and SQuAD showed that these mnemonic information and the new training strategy lead to significant performance improvements. For future work, we will introduce more useful mnemonic information, such as knowledge or common sense, to further augment the attention reader.
